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Why this research?



🔋The power of factors, screens and systems
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🔋The power of factors, screens and systems



🔋The power of factors, screens and systems



� Too many choices...



📈 What happens when you select stocks out of screens?



📈 What happens when you select stocks out of screens?

51%
Returns of a
portfolio of
three stocks



📈 What happens when you select stocks out of screens?

-31%
Returns a portfolio
which chose the
two worst
performing of the
three stocks



📈 What happens when you select stocks out of screens?

112%
Returns a portfolio
which chose the
two best
performing of the
three stocks



📈 What happens when you select stocks out of screens?

Novo-Nordisk (+222%)

Tesla (+2)

Orsted (-72%)



📈 What happens when you select stocks out of screens?



Our study



📺 Screening for stocks



🧱 Building the first portfolio



🧱 Building the first portfolio



🤓 The importance of 10,000 iterations
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🤓 The importance of 10,000 iterations



🤓 When random isn’t so random

Method: Utilising a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) for a
comprehensive analysis.
    
Why Random? Mimics a broad range of investment decisions,
focusing on the strength of the screening rules rather than
individual investment choices.



Key Findings



🐱Box and Whisker diagram
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💎 Quality - higher chance of selecting winners

41%
Median
performance of
the quality
portfolio

-3%
Median
performance of
the growth
portfolio

19%
Median
performance of
the value
portfolio



💎 Quality - lower chance of selecting losers

4%
Chance of loss
the quality
portfolio

-40%
Worst return of
the value
portfolio

-31%
Worst return of
the quality
portfolio

17%
Chance of loss
of the value
portfolio

55%
Chance of loss
of the growth
portfolio

-61%
Chance of loss
of the growth
portfolio



💎 Adding quality metrics improve the value outcome



💎 Adding quality metrics improve the growth outcome



Use this information



Top Performer (excluding outliers) Top performing outlier 

Quality 115% 206%

Value 81% 137%

Growth 65% 147%

⚖ Select the strategy that works for you



⚖ Select the strategy that works for you

What about momentum? 



📺 Set up your screen



 💪 Let the StockRanks take on the heavy lifting
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 💪 Let the StockRanks take on the heavy lifting



Case Studies



🤑 Plus500

Excellent growth and valuation ratios:
 P/E ratio at 5.44
PEG ratio at 0.74
EV/EBITDA at 3.24

Robust Quality fundamentals:
Industry leading ROCE and ROE
figures, at 150% and 114%
respectively.
Piotrsoki F-Score of 7/9, highlighting
improving efficiency, productivity and
liquidity. 



🤑 Plus500

Rapid EPS growth over
recent years. 65.8%
CAGR over last 6 years,
and 78% CAGR over last
3 years.
Exemplary long-term
quality metrics, ROCE,
ROE, ROA and
Operating Margins
consistently at elevated
levels.



🤑 Plus500

Further research into the
company's trading updates
and results announcements
would have highlighted a
unique habit of the
company beating
expectations again and
again.



🤑 Plus500

Management confidence in their
outlook meant that they were
comfortable pursuing more generous
shareholder returns policies, resulting
in increased dividend payments and its
first share buyback.



🤑 Plus500

Plus500 adopted an aggressive,
yet effective marketing strategy
that propelled its growth.



🤑 Plus500

You want to be seeing these kind of
announcements. 

Plus500, since starting its first buybacks in
2017 the company has bought back over
£509m of shares.



🟢 Plus500

✅ Robust, quality fundamentals

✅ Excellent growth and valuation ratios

✅ Expectation-beating results

✅ Regular share buybacks



🧱 Kier Group

Poor Momentum:
This was a company that was
firmly out of favour with the
markets.
Shares had fallen from over
£9 at the start of 2018, to
below £4 by the end of it.
But did this present a unique
value opportunity?

Quality under pressure:
The company was facing
notable margin pressures,
which could be seen in its
operating margins of 3%.
ROCE and ROE slightly below
industry average.

Liquidity concerns:
Current ratio below 1 and
quick ratio of 0.62 imply
difficulties meeting short-
term obligations.



🧱 Kier Group

Historical profitability:
Operating margins were
barely positive over the
previous 5 year period.
ROA, ROCE and ROE
measure were also subject to
fluctuation.

Balance sheet strength:
Net debt was growing,
reaching £200 million in
2018.
Average shares were also
increasing, highlighting
shareholder dilution.



🧱 Kier Group

Downward revisions to forecasts:

Brokers were revising their
expectations downwards as the
company faced more and more
challenges.



🧱 Kier Group

A series of management changes,
or departures, are rarely a good
sign if they come out of the blue.
Kier Group's CEO, Haydn
Mursell, resigned that year.



🧱 Kier Group



🧱 Kier Group

It's always important to carry out industry
research. A quick look at the construction
sector as a whole in the UK would have
highlighted a range of issues the industry
was facing.

The collapse of Carillion should have stood
out as a major red flag. Unless Kier Group
had some notable competitive advantage, it
was always likely to struggle as well.



🔴 Kier Group

❌ Downward momentum

❌ Quality under pressure

❌ Liquidity concerns

❌ Management changes

❌ Peers going bust



Q&A



📺 Screening for stocks


